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Dear members of the Federal Cabinet of Russia, 
 
 
My name is Maria Jose Lopez and I’ll be your crisis director during this great experience. 
Currently, I’m an eleventh-grade student at GCB. It is with extreme importance that you know 
who your crisis director is. As for my experience, I have been in multiple crisis committees.  
 
 
In this moment, I am finishing my school life in school MUN’s so it’s a big pleasure for me to be 
part of GCBMUN XV, my alma mater’s conference, especially in a continuous crisis committee. 
 
 
Needless to say, crisis committees require delegates with a lot of preparation, that’s why, we will 
work till we consider you are prepared to participate in a committee of this level, with unexpected 
actions of the topic. This is precisely what makes a CCC the most thrilling and exciting of all 
committees. I’m sure that, thanks to the dedication that the GCBMUN staff has put into this 
project, this committee will no doubt be very intense and fun at the same time. 
 
 
Now, let's talk about the role that I will fulfill in this model. I will be heading what is called the 
Joint Crisis Committee, where I will play with the strategic moves that you will make. But this 
type of concepts will be strengthened by passing the time of preparation. 
 
I hope that you manage to face all the difficulties that are presented to during the three model 
days. 
 
For now, I'm speechless to express the happiness I have of being part of GCBMUN XV again. I 
hope you manage to grab the love that I have taken to this type of activities. 
 
Sincerely, 
 
 
Head of the Joint Crisis Committee  



 

Dear delegates, 
 
 
The directive chair wants to give you a warm greeting to the XV GCBMUN. Before presenting 
all the points, the chair wants to express a big thank you to all the delegates who have chosen 
Government of Russia committee this year. As the chair directive, we feel honored in guiding 
you through this process. For many of you, it is the first time being in the role of a delegate, 
director or secretary. With this role comes a lot of commitment, dedication and responsibility. 
 
 
Also, it is worth highlighting that you must assume the Model of the United Nations for what it is, 
a role-play, as delegate, director or secretary. You will represent either an organization or a 
character. Everyone is important in this committee so that is why you must make a relevant and 
detailed investigation. Additionally, we want to emphasize the mutual respect towards your 
partners that are a part of this committee since it is an essential point to making the debate fun 
and making this a nice space for everyone. Also, we want you, as delegates, to express your 
ideas during the committee and points that you should share, without leaving the positions of 
your delegation. 
 
 
Moreover, in CCC Government of Russia, for the committee that it is, you will be evaluated 
based on the efficiency and productivity of acting in the crisis that will be presented that affects 
everyone around the world.  
 
 
Now, if you are reading this letter it is for two reasons. The first one, you are sufficiently trained 
for a committee of this level. And the second one, we need help to face the crisis against the 
Arab countries to protect the whole world. Since it is a committee with an unexpected future, 
anything can happen in this kind of committee. You have in your hands the world for three days. 
In addition, you will have the chair’s directive guide as a basis for your investigation and a method 
of support in the debate, where you can find the major part of the ideas developed in the crisis 
of the next days. Finally, we want to wish you all the best in this committee and the Model United 
Nations of GCB. 
 
Sincerely, 
 
 
Juan Felipe Osorio Aldana, President (Vladimir Vladimirovich Putin). 
 
Santiago Baquero Rey, Co-President (Dmitry Anatolyevich Medvedev).  



 

What is a Crisis Committee Cabinet? 
 
A Crisis Committee is a small body, with usually no more than twenty members, brought together 
to deal with an issue of immediate importance. While General Assemblies or Specialized 
Committees work to find long-term solutions to long-term problems, such as literacy, infant 
mortality, or economic coordination, Crisis Committees often handle short-term issues with swift 
and decisive measures. Crisis Committees often deal with issues like wars, revolutions, disaster 
control, or economic collapse. 
 
Another key feature of a Crisis Committee is its dynamic nature. When the body passes a 
directive (a resolution for Crisis Committees), its effects and results are brought to the body in 
news articles and speakers. In other words, the topics will continue to change and evolve based 
on the actions the body does (or does not) take. 
 
Finally, individual delegates can conduct personal actions by writing notes to GCBMUN crisis 
staff. If the character or country represented by the delegate can act in a certain way, that 
delegate is free to do so. For example, the head of the National Guard could send guardsmen 
to provide temporary disaster relief, a CEO could conduct corporate espionage, or a politician 
could organize a rally. These crisis actions cannot effectively solve the problems posed by the 
topics, but they can be instrumental in securing an advantage over the rest of the body.  



 

How it works the committee? 
 
This committee will work similar to a United Nations committee. In these points: 
 

• The floor will be given to the delegates by the chair through the plaquette. 
• The chair will be conformed by the president and the vice-president. 
• There will be motions such as:  

o Motion to open/close agenda: this is the first and last motion to be used in the 
committee to start and close the development of the commission. 

o Motion to open/close session: this motion is used to start and finalized the 
formality of each day. 

o Motion to suspend/renew session: this motion is used to stop the development 
of the commission for the break times and finishing the day. 

o Motion to start a moderated caucus: this motion is presented to the chair when 
delegates are interested to have an informal conversation within the room. 

o Motion to start an unmoderated caucus: this motion is used to have a space of 
time, in which all the delegates can speak between each other to clear out positions 
and start performing multiple documents.  

o Motion to start a speaker’s list: this motion is used to have a formal debate in 
which each of the speakers have an order to speak and also a time limit of 
speaking. 

o Motion to extend debate time: is used when the delegate require more time. 
• Points taken into account in the committee: 

o Point of order: used when a delegate or the chair is not following the procedure. 
o Point of relevance: used when a delegate is talking about something that is not 

pertinent to the development of the committee. 
o Point of information (to the chair and to the delegate): used when a delegate 

requires some information about the intervention of the delegate or the intervention 
of the chair. 

o Point of personal privilege: used when something in the room is uncomfortable 
or you require reaching the chair to a special permission. 

o Point to add to register: this point it’s taken into account when a delegate wants 
to add to the register a quote of another delegate, so it can be taken into account 
for all the committee.  



 

What is different from this committee to other 
 
Since the committee is a crisis cabinet, there are different components to the other committees.  
 
The new motions are:  
 

• Motion to introduce a communiqué, press release or a directive: this motion is made 
by plaques in which the chair will start reading any kind of document that it was asked to.  

• Motion of censure: A committee may request a motion of censure for a character or 
group of characters, who have acted irresponsibly (affecting the cabinet or their group 
interests) in the exercise of war. The motion must be debated within the committee for a 
maximum of 10 minutes. The motivations cause, and consequences of this decision 
should be discussed. Censorship will be approved by a simple majority (by plaques). If 
applied, the character will lose part of the resources he has and make them available to 
those who proposed the motion. 

• Motion to start a Round Robin: This motion is used when delegates want to get the 
entire committee’s opinion on the issue. This means that, starting at one side of the room, 
each and every delegate in the room will deliver a statement on their stance on the issue. 

• Motion to start a voting process on…: This motion is presented when a delegate or a 
group of delegates want to vote a directive or communiqué. 

• Motion to introduce an amendment: This motion is made when one delegate or a group 
of delegates wish to change any aspects of directive-communique previously introduced. 

 
Documents Required for the Committee 
 

• Character profile: it will be asked to do a character biography according to the character 
that it was assigned to you. In this one, needs to be include: 

o Important dates of what you have done. 
o Where you studied. 
o Family. 
o Contact of important people you might have, which can be used to the 

development of the committee. 
o Brief biography. 

You need to empower of your character, knowing how it thinks, how it moves, be him. 
 

• White paper: is the country’s position, that is public knowledge, and everyone knows 
about it, similar to an opening speech. 

• Black Paper: is what the character’s real interests are, but it is not shared with other 
countries. The idea is the black paper is build a crisis with them. Only the presidents and 
the JCC delegates will see the black paper.  

 
Example: An example could be when the US invaded Iraq. The “white” paper would explain that 
they wanted to get rid of the weapons of mass destruction. The “black” paper would say they 
were invading Iraq to get control of their oil or other important assets. 
 
 



 

Joint Crisis Committee (JCC) 
 
The Joint Crisis Committee is made up of GCBMUN academic staff. This one has multiple 
functions: 
 

1. The assembly with the principal function of receiving the directives written by the 
characters of the committee. These directives are kind of requests to take actions. The 
JCC will decide if those directives are approved or not. 

2. In the case the directives are approved, the JCC will be in charge of making the 
communication of crisis, according to the actions made by the committee. 

3. Considering the points above, as an example of this: if there is any military movement 
towards middle east, the JCC will create a crisis based on the actions that Middle East 
countries can take. That means they will be also middle east mandataries and countries. 
But never leaving the functions as JCC. 

4. The Strategy Center determines the number of troops and artillery available to each side 
(Russian Federation Vs. Any country that is faced with it). 

5. Considering our GCBMUN policies, we will NOT accept the use of electronic devices. In 
case a delegate requires any kind of information, you will need to contact the JCC for it. 

 
Functioning 
 
Due to the dynamics of the committee is designed for continuous crisis, the strategy center will 
send communications to the committee. These releases may be of three types: 
 

• Public announcement: the communicates will be read by any character when the board 
empowers. 

• Strategic statement: the statement will be read only by the character who got the 
statement. 

• Secret statement: Secret communications must be handled under absolute reserve. 
They will be oral or written and their exposure to the public (even in recess) may cause 
reprimands. If a character obtains a secret statement that does not correspond to him, he 
should go to his role, honor, wisdom and cunning to reveal or not the content according 
to his judgment. The communications will be sent in order to give continuity to the debate, 
and follow a timeline between both cabinets, basically, the communiqués will have the 
crises that the delegates will have to answer in a certain time. 

 
Decisions 
 
Considering this commission will be based in the period of time stipulated. The cabinet will need 
to take multiple actions towards the threat. The decisions are the actions that will be realized by 
the whole committee. For this, there is no need of big documents, so the cabinet takes actions, 
the ideal initiative is that the committee takes the actions with consensus. The task of each of 
the characters is to convince the president that his decision is the best one for the side, because 
in the end he is the one who decides what action will be carried out, sending the aforementioned 
proposal to JCC. It is recommended to the characters not to make decisions lightly or to take 
them thinking solely of personal objectives, since a division within the committee could occur. 



 

 

Directives 
 
As it was said, all the directives will be passed to the JCC, for you to send a directive, you will 
need to send it through the floor messengers. Here all the types of directives will be explained: 
 
• Group directive: these ones are used to solve the crisis presented by the JCC. They will 

request to take actions to the governments of the signing characters. Those actions will be 
decided by the characters in a consensus or simple majority (voted by placards and it has to 
be approved by the chair also). 
o Public: means that all the information written in the directive could be exposed to the 

international community. In the case during the directive they go directly to an individual, 
this information could be used against the whole committee. 

o Private: means that all the information written in the directive cannot be given to the 
international community. But, the directive has to be encrypted. 

 
Structure: 
  

Group directive (public/private): Title 
Specific orders (bullet points/sequence of events) 

What is expected to happen with such bulleted list/possible results 
Signatures (min. 4/max. 7). 

 
• Individual directive: these directives its only developed by one character of the committee and 

it is used to accomplished personal interest. Take actions. 
o Public: the information contained in the directive will be exposed, after being accepted by 

the JCC. 
o Private: the actions requested to be made are only known by the character who wrote it, 

and with it, an answer of the JCC. In case the actions taken in the directive have public 
repercussions, the JCC will be obliged to make a crisis. 

 
Structure: 
  

Individual directive (public/private): Title 
Specific orders (bullet points/sequence of events) 

What is expected to happen with such bulleted list/possible results 
Signature (character) 

 
• Communiqué: Are the instruments utilized to reach entities, organizations, countries 

(Secretaries, representatives, hosts or directors), and/or individuals (contacts) to involve them 
in the crisis - for personal interests-, maintain informed, ask for favors or blackmail them to 
take actions that cannot be done inside of the committee since such actions are not under 
direct control of the character. These are written as a formal correspondence and could be 
done collectively or personally - generally are favors to contacts. Depending on the 
acceptance these receive, they could become part of a collective or personal (but public) 
directive. 



 

 
Structure:  
 

Heading: Communiqué 
Sender: His or her position + complete name 

Message 
In case of being a favor: what is going to be given in exchange 

Signature(s) 
 
• Press release: Informative resource used to make public the position of a delegate or 

delegation in regard of the crisis. Is used as a strategic paper, whose information is not 
completely true, and in that way, help achieve personal goals and help the resolution of the 
crisis. It must specify where it comes from (source).  



 

TOPIC 1: 2008-2014 
Historical Context  
 
880: The state of Rus’ is formed. East Slav warriors and Varangian traders from the Baltic Sea 
region establish a state of Rus’ during the 9th century. In 988 Rus’ adopts Orthodox Christianity 
from the Byzantine Empire and creates a written legal code. 
 
1240: Rus’ breaks up under Mongol invasion. After a Golden Age under the reign of Vladimir 
the Great (980=1015) and his son Yaroslav the Wise (1019=1054), Rus’ breaks up following a 
Mongol invasion. Most of the smaller states become tributaries of the Mongol Golden Horde. 
 
1485: Ivan III “Ivan the Great” reunites Russia. Ivan the Great ends the dominance of the Golden 
Horde and consolidates many original states with the new territories. Collectively called Russia, 
the country is controlled from Moscow. 
 
1472: Ivan the Great adopts the Byzantine Coat of Arms. Ivan the Great marries Sophia 
Palaiologan, the niece of the last Byzantine emperor, and adopts the double-headed eagle as 
his own coat-of-arms, which is still used in modern Russia. 
 
1547: Ivan IV “Ivan the Terrible”, Tsar of Russia. Ivan the terrible becomes the first Tsar of 
Russia in 1547. He introduces a new code of laws, a feudal representative body (Zemsky Sobor) 
and self-management in rural areas, Ivan expands his already vast territory through conquest, 
annexation and exploration. 
 
1613: The Romanov Dynasty begins. Following the death of Ivan’s sons, a two-year famine, civil 
war and foreign invasion, the Zemsky Sobor offers Mikhail Romanov the Russian crown in 1613. 
The Romanov Dynasty remains in power for three centuries. 
 
1648: Territorial growth leads east to America. Russia rapidly expands to the East as the 
Cossacks search for valuable furs and ivory. In 1648, the Bering Strait between Asia and North 
America is crossed by Russian explorers Fedot Alekseyevich and Semyon Dezhnyov. 
 
1721: The Russian Empire as a world power. Peter the Great is known as a “reforming tsar” and 
established a new capital in Saint Petersburg. He introduces western European cultural 
influences and creates a Russian Empire which is recognized as a world power. 
 
1796: Catherine II “Catherine the Great” and Russian Enlightenment. Catherine the Great 
expands the Russian frontier west into Central Europe and south down to the Black Sea. Her 
greatest contribution is to enlighten and modernize the Russian gentry. 
 
1812: Napoleon’s invasion of Russia. Napoleon invades Russia at the height of his power in 
1812 but is heavily defeated by the native army’s determination and the bitterly cold winter. 
 
1853: Crimean war. Nicolas I is a reactionary ruler who leads the Russian army into the Crimean 
war, an unsuccessful attack against the French, British and Ottoman alliance for Ottoman 
territories. 



 

 
1861: Alexander II’s Emancipation Reform. Alexander II brings radical changes to Russia, 
including the Emancipation Reform of 1861 which abolishes serfdom. These reforms spark 
industrialization and modernization of the army, but Alexander II is killed by revolutionaries in 
1881. 
 
1905: Russian Revolution. The Russian Revolution of 1905 is triggered by defeat in the Russo-
Japanese War. A number of resulting reforms give freedom of speech, legalize political parties, 
and create an elected legislative body (the State Duma). The Russian Revolution suddenly broke 
out in February 1917. It was not unexpected. Russians had long discussed revolution and by 
late 1916t a sense existed across the entire political and social spectrum that some kind of 
upheaval could happen at any time. The Russian crisis was obvious even over-seas. The ancient 
civilizations of Egypt, India and China had characteristics of their own that were self-sufficient 
and had sufficient time to carry on their social relations, despite the low level of their productive 
forces, almost to the same level. meticulous perfection that the craftsmen of these countries 
gave to their products. Russia was located between Europe and Asia, not only geographically, 
but also from a social and historical point of view. It differed in Western Europe, without being 
confused with East Asia either, although it approached one or the other continent at different 
times in its history, in one or the other respect. The East brought the Tatar yoke, an important 
element in the formation and structure of the Russian State. The West was a much more 
fearsome enemy; but at the same time a teacher. Russia could not be assimilated to the forms 
of the East, compelled as it was to constantly bend to the economic and military pressure of the 
West. 
 
The existence in Russia of a feudal regime, denied by traditional historians, can today be 
indisputably demonstrated by modern research. Moreover, the fundamental elements of Russian 
feudalism were the same as those of the West. But the mere fact that the existence of a feudal 
epoch in Russia has had to be demonstrated by long scientific polemics, is already a clear 
indication of the imperfect nature of Russian feudalism, of its indefinite forms, of the poverty of 
its cultural monuments. 
 
The backward countries assimilate the material and ideological conquests of the advanced 
nations. But this does not mean that they follow the latter slavishly, reproducing all the stages of 
their past. The theory of the reiteration of the historical cycles - coming from Vico and his 
followers - is based on the observation of the cycles of the old pre-capitalist cultures and, in part, 
also on the first experiences of capitalism. 
 
1917: October Revolution and the Socialist State. Nicholas II abdicates during the February 
revolution and the monarchy is replaces with a political coalition. The Bolshevik leader, Vladimir 
Ilych Uliánov, Lenin, overthrows the Provisional Government in the October Revolution and 
leads the first socialist state. 
 
1917: Russian civil war. A civil war erupts between the self-appointed Soviet regime and the 
anti-communist movement who are backed by the Allied powers. Purges and executions are 
carried out on both sides, known respectively as the Red Terror and White Terror. 
 



 

December 30, 1922: The Union of Soviet Socialist Republics is formed. Russia and fourteen 
neighboring republics form the Union of Soviet Socialist Republics (Soviet Union). After Lenin’s 
death two years later, Joseph Stalin assumes power, suppresses opposition and forces his idea 
of “Socialism in One Country”. 
 
1924: Stalin’s rapid transformation of the Soviet Union comes at a huge price; the famine of the 
deportation of millions of people to labor camps and the Great Purge within the Bolshevik Party 
collectively undermines industrialization.  
 
1939: Molotov-Ribbentrop pact. Stalin tries to establish an anti-Nazi alliance Britain and France, 
so instead improves relations with Germany with a non-aggression pact. While Hitler invades 
Western Europe, the Soviet Union rebuilds its military and takes some Baltic territories. 
 
June 22, 1941: Germany invades the Soviet Union. Violating the non-aggression pact, Germany 
invades the Soviet Union. After early successes their advances are halted at Moscow. The 
Germany army is defeated by a combination of the Soviet determination and bitterly cold winters. 
 
1945: Allied victory. The Soviets help the Allies win, both in Europe and against Japan, but suffer 
some 26 million causalities and infrastructure devastation. Stalin extends his economic growth 
style with: develop industry by government command and obtain the necessary resources for 
this by taxing agriculture at very high rates. The communist state did not have an effective tax 
system, so instead Stalin “collectivized” agriculture. This process entailed the abolition of private 
property rights to land and the herding of all people in the countryside into giant collective farms 
run by the Communist Party. This made it much easier for Stalin to grab agricultural output and 
use it to feed all the people who were building and manning the new factories. The 
consequences of this for the rural folk were calamitous. The collective farms completely lacked 
incentives for people to work hard, so production fell sharply. So much of what was produced 
was extracted that there was not enough to eat. People began to starve death. In the end, 
probably six million people died of famine, while hundreds of thousands of other were murdered 
or banished to Siberia during the forcible collectivization. 
 
1947: Cold War. As the Soviet Union establishes itself as a world superpower with the second 
largest nuclear weaponry, America responds to the threat of spreading communism with 
increased political tensions. The political struggle for global dominance is known as the Cold 
War. 
 
1954:  Crimean peninsular was added to the territory of the Ukrainian SSR. Its economy was in 
the state of decline after massive deportation of Crimean Tatars. 
 
1955: De-Stalinization. Two years after Stalin’s death in 1953 Nikita Khrushchev assumes 
power. He launches a period of de-Stanization and reforms known as the Khrushchev Thaw.   
 
1957: Space exploration. The Soviet Union launches the first artificial satellite, Sputnik 1, in 
October and puts the first man in space with Yuri Gagarin onboard Vostok 1 in April 1961. 
 



 

1985: Mikhail Gorbachev’s liberal reforms. As General Secretary, on February 1986 Mikhail 
Gorbachev introduces policies of glasnost (openness), perestroika (restructuring), 
demokratizatsiya (“democratization”), and uskoreniye (“acceleration” of economic development) 
to modernize the Soviet Union.  The Franco-Soviet relations were not in the best moment. 
Poland and Afghanistan had often mobilized French demonstrators against the USSR. The 
expulsions of spies and diplomats in 1983 had rarefied the climate considerably. The Kremlin 
also felt little sympathy that the systematic hostility of the media and society towards the USSR 
was shared by the socialist government and the right-wing political forces. In November, 
however, a first Reagan-Gorbachev meeting in Geneva allowed the new leader of the USSR to 
vehemently express his hostility to the Strategy Defense Initiative, and then his desire to 
abandon that initiative in order to allow for an improvement of the international climate. President 
Reagan made a deaf ear, although he agreed that more frequent meetings could contribute to 
the progress of negotiations on nuclear weapons, and that it was necessary to discuss the 
prohibition of chemical weapons without delay. Gorbachev did not return to Moscow with empty 
hands, then. He made few firm commitments, but he did manage to establish a relatively calm 
contact. He had also taken advantage of that meeting to assure the American president, in the 
course of his long talk, of his intention to leave the Afghan quagmire as soon as possible. 
 
1986:  Gorbachev published on January 15 what he called a "programmatic document" for the 
liquidation of nuclear weapons in the world by the year 2000. In that plan, which translated his 
hopes, the two great nuclear powers committed themselves to liquidate the intermediate nuclear 
forces deployed in Europe and its strategic nuclear arms. For the latter, the operation would be 
carried out in two phases, so that they would have disappeared completely at the end of the 20th 
century. And Gorbachev was counting on the United States renouncing the IDE. 
 
This initiative, which Gorbachev was so proud of, so irritated Washington that a new campaign 
against the "evil empire" was immediately desecrated: his "pacifist hypocrisy", whose only aim 
was to "disarm the world", was insistently denounced. 
 
However, Gorbachev did not renounce the idea that the world had to be changed. In May he 
met the Minister of Foreign Affairs and all the Soviet ambassadors and the diplomatic elite 
residing in Moscow in order to present their program and express their intention to adapt the 
Soviet institutions in charge of international relations to this new conception of the world and to 
procedures innovators 
 
On June 11, the Warsaw Pact countries proposed to NATO a phased reduction of conventional 
forces deployed in Europe and the total destruction of nuclear weapons in the short term. 
 
But his priority was to resume a true Russian-American dialogue. He thus multiplied the 
advances and the proposals and arranged for a summit to be held in Reykjavik on October 11 
and 12. That summit was marked by the same mutual misunderstanding that had led to the 
partial failure of the Geneva meeting. Considering past experience, Gorbachev proposed a 
reduction of Euro-missiles and intercontinental ballistic missiles, a subject that Reagan agreed 
to at least discuss. 
 



 

1987:  As of February 28, he proposed to Reagan a plan close to the "zero option" that Reagan 
himself had advanced in 1981. This was an agreement for the dismantling of medium-range 
missiles (1,000 to 5,000 km). that would be done in five years. Prolongedly they proposed to the 
respective governments a plan called the "double zero option", foreseeing a complete 
dismantling that included the short-range missiles (500 to 1,000 km). Creating a climate 
conducive to a negotiation that would be finalized as a result of the cruise to Gorbachev to 
Washington from December 7 to 10. On December 8, a historic agreement was signed. Being 
the first disarmament agreement of the nuclear age. 
 
Economy: The fact that truly effective incentives could not be introduced in the centrally planned 
economy was not due to technical mistakes in the design of the bonus schemes. It was intrinsic 
to the whole method by which extractive growth had been achieved. It had been done by 
government command, which could solve some basic economic problems. But stimulating 
sustained economic growth required that individuals use their talent and ideas, and this could 
never be done with a Soviet-style economic system. The rulers of the Soviet Union would have 
had to abandon extractive economic institutions, but such a move would have jeopardized their 
political power. Indeed, when Mikhail Gorbachev started to move away from extractive economic 
institutions after 1987, the power of the Communist Party crumbled, and with it, the Soviet Union. 
 
1988:  On February 8, he proclaimed (Gorbachev) his intention to leave Afghanistan in nine 
months. He made Reagan participate in his commitment and calendar. On April 14, that decision 
was recorded in the agreement signed between the two superpowers in Geneva, which made 
them the guarantors of the withdrawal of troops from Afghanistan. The relations between Kabul 
and Pakistan were regulated beforehand under the aegis of the UN. The evacuation began on 
May 15 and ended the other year on February 19. 
 
On December 7, 1988, when he had just met in New York with President Reagan and his 
successor George Bush, newly elected, he went to the United Nations. He explained there the 
"new political thought" of his country, proclaiming that conflicts should not be resolved through 
dangerous confrontations for the whole world, but peacefully within the framework of the UN. 
 
1989:  On March 9 a conference on the reduction of conventional forces in Europe and on the 
establishment of confidence measures between both alliances is inaugurated in Vienna.  Almost 
three years after the real premiere of perestroika, the consequences of Gorbachev's reaction 
were considerable. The Soviet power that rested on the authority of the party, as Lenin had 
conceived it and developed Stalin, had been decomposed. That political change was 
accompanied, and even preceded, by an authentic social revolution due to glasnost (political 
reform). Soviet society, even if it was a quad, was hostile to perestroika (economic restructuring), 
in the manner of Nina Andreieva, it followed its own path, it reflected outside the political 
frameworks and, if it did not put at stake its own instances, at least if that began to meet to 
express them in an autonomous way. International Gorbachev cast down the wall that separated 
the two blocks emerged by the Second World War.  
 
This year was marked by the disappearance of the "second soviet empire" and a progressive 
decomposition of the empire that Lenin had managed to rebuild. But it would be even more the 
year of the rapid collapse of the political system founded in 1917 and that Stalin had "perfected". 



 

 
1990:  The year 1990 had been marked by the progressive disintegration of the Soviet power 
and by an evidence: the uncontrollable and irreversible nature of that process. But Gorbachev 
had his eyes fixed on the outside. For him, the time had come to put an end to cold war by 
regulating the German question. At first the task was not simple. For decades, the division of 
Germany and the staging of Soviet troops in its eastern part were considered the basis of the 
Soviet security policy. Whenever the hypothesis of a return to German unity had been raised in 
the USSR, it was accompanied by the demand for neutrality in that country, and Western 
proposals for unification were systematically rejected by Moscow. After the fall of the Berlin Wall, 
Gorbachev had insistently said that he did not want to hear about German reunification, and 
most of the European heads of state encouraged him in his rejection. The "European common 
house", according to he believed, could house two Germanies. 
 
1991: Shortages of consumer goods were routine, and hoarding was commonplace. It was 
estimated that the Soviet black-market economy was equivalent of more than 10 percent of the 
country’s official GDP. Economic stagnation had hobbled the country for years, and the 
perestroika reforms only served to exacerbate the problem. Wage hikes were supported by 
printing money, fueling an inflationary spiral. Mismanagement of fiscal policy made the country 
vulnerable to external factors, and a sharp drop in the price of oil sent the Soviet economy into 
a tailspin. The end of the Communist party and with it the Soviet Union. 
 
Those elections are passionate for the Russians, who voted in masse. In effect, they were the 
first elections by universal suffrage of a leader of the first rank. And a real choice was proposed 
to them. Other presidents had already been elected in certain republics, such as Landsbergis in 
Lithuania and, a few days before, Gamsajurdia in Georgia. But the electoral body was infinitely 
more restricted, and, above all, the candidates had not had any or almost no adversary. Boris 
Yeltsin was already elected in the first round with more than 60% of the votes. Vitali Tretyakov, 
editor-in-chief of the independent newspaper Nezavisimaya Gazeta, defined better than anyone 
what Boris Yeltsin represented for the Russians, thus ensuring his success on June 12.  
 
1999: Yeltsin was suggesting Vladimir Vladimirovich to be his heir as president, an endorsement 
that had eluded many of Yeltsin's most experienced advisers. The new Constitution, untested, 
gave Yeltsin considerable control over the opportune moment of his departure. If the preacher 
resigned, the prime minister would become interim president until elections could be held ninety 
days later. Although that left little time for an election campaign, it gave the "incumbent" a huge 
advantage over his rivals. When the vote count was done on the night of December 19, after an 
election that was fiercely contested and considered more or less fair, Unity had achieved an 
unexpected victory. The Communist Party had gained a popularity of 24%, which had 
consolidated its base, but Unidad came second with 23%. The Luzhkov-Primakov alliance, 
which only a few months ago seemed ready to arrive effortlessly to power, was left behind with 
only 13% of the vote, with its leaders battered by negative television coverage and severely 
beaten. On December 28, Yeltsin sat in front of a decorated tree in the reception hall of the 
Kremlin and recorded the traditional New Year presidential message. When he finished, he 
complained that his voice was, and he did not like the statements. He asked the television team 
to return in three days and, despite protests, recorded a new message. It was a trap, although 
apparently only he knew it then. He returned to his residence and that night he summoned his 



 

current secretary of state and the previous one, two of his closest advisers. What he said left 
them stunned: he planned to resign on the eve of the New Year. Yeltsin had one last great and 
impetuous surprise to release the country. He would finish his presidency along with the old 
millennium and let Vladimir Putin receive the new one. 
 
2000: Vladimir Putin won a narrow majority of the vote in Russia’s presidential election, gaining 
victory that the Kremlin had pursued with growing desperation. 
 
August – Vladimir Putin faces criticism over sinking of Kursh nuclear submarine, given his slow 
response and official obfuscation. Russia's newest nuclear submarine, the Kursk, had lost 
contact with the Northern Fleet during a training exercise in the Barents ar. The construction of 
the Kursk had begun in the Soviet times and was completed in 1994, at the same time the military 
force of the country, once powerful, reached the peak of its post-Soviet decay. It was the pride 
of the Russian navy, a giant warship designed to battle American aircraft carriers. Now it had 
been lost in territorial waters outside Murmansk and nobody knew why. Apparently, Sergeyev 
confused Putin about the seriousness of the crisis, perhaps because he had also confused the 
navy. The Northern Fleet commander, Admiral Vyacheslav Popov, issued a statement stating 
that the exercise had been a resounding success, but made no mention of the disaster that was 
obvious not only to Russian commanders, but also to Americans and other foreign soldiers who 
had monitored the exercise closely. The submarine had a crew of one hundred and thirteen 
officers and sailors, accompanied by five more hierarchical fleet officers, who were monitoring 
the exercise, the largest in the Barents Sea since the collapse of the Soviet Union. 
 
December – Putin begins the steady process of rehabilitating Soviet era by re-instating 1944-
1991 anthem with new words. 
 
2002: May – Russia and the USA announce a new agreement on strategic nuclear weapons 
reduction. Russia and NATO foreign ministers set up NATO-Russia Council with equal role in 
decision-making on terrorism and other security threats. 
 
October – Chechen rebels seize a Moscow theater and hold out about 800 people hostages. 
Most of the rebels and around 120 hostages are killed when Russian forces storm the building. 
 
2003: September – Kyrgyzstan grants Russia first military base abroad in 13 years to counter 
Islamist terrorism. 
 
October – Yukos oil boss and prominent liberal Mikhail Khodorkovsky arrested on charges of 
tax evasion and fraud, an early causality of President Putin’s campaign to drive Yeltsin -era 
‘oligarchs’ out of politics. In 2005 he is sentenced to nine years imprisonment and is pardoned 
and goes into exile in 2013. 
 
December – Putin united Russia wins landslide Duma election victory, buoyed economic 
recovery. 
 
2004: March – Putin wins second presidential term by landslide, consolidating his power. 
 



 

August – Authorities seize Yuganskneftegaz, Yuko’s key production unit, over alleged tax debts, 
in move widely seen as punishment for Yukos boss Khodorkovsky’s opposition to Putin. State 
formally purchases Yuganskneftegaz in December. 
 
September – More than 380 people, many of them children, killed when mainly Chechen and 
Ingush Islamists besiege school in North Ossetia’s Beslan. Prompts boost in state security 
powers, despite widespread public critics of handling of siege. 
 
2005: February – Moscow and Tehran sign agreement by which Russia will supply fuel for Iran’s 
Bushehr nuclear reactor and Iran will send spent fuel rods back to Russia.  
 
March – Chechen separatist leader Aslan Maskhadov killed by Russian forces. 
 
June – State gains control of Gazprom gas giant by increasing its stake in the company to over 
50%. 
 
September – Russia and Germany sign major deal to build Nord Stream gas pipeline under 
Baltic Sea between the two countries. Comes on line in 2011. 
 
2006: January – Putin signs law giving authorities extensive new powers to monitor of non-
governmental organizations and suspend them if they are found to pose an alleged threat to 
national security. 
 
July - Russia’s most-wanted man, Chechen warlord Shamil Basayev, killed by security forces. 
 
November – Former Russian security service officer Alexander Livitnenko, and outspoken critic 
of the Kremlin living in exile in London, dies in polonium poisoning. Britain accuses Russian 
former security officers of murder. 
 
2007: March – Dozens detained as riot police break up Saint Petersburg protest by 
demonstrators accusing President Putin of stifling democracy. 
 
July – Diplomatic row between London and Moscow over Britain’s bid for the extradition of Andrei 
Lugovoi, and ex-KGB agent accused of Livinenko’s murder. 
 
August – Russia mounts an Artic expedition apparently aimed at expanding its territorial claims 
and plants a flag on the seabed at the North Pole. 
 
November – Putin signs law suspending Russia’s participation in 1990 Conventional Armed 
Forces in Europe treaty that limits the deployment of heavy military equipment across Europe. 
 
December – Putin United Russia party wins landslide in parliamentary elections; which critics 
describe as neither fee nor democratic. 
 
 
2008 



 

 
Politics 
 
Russian Presidential Election 
 
Dmitry Anatolyevich Medvedev, March 3 was elected as the new president of the Russian 
Federation, with an overwhelming victory. With 97%of the precincts counted early Monday, 
Medvedev had more than 70 percent of the vote, according to the Central Election Comission. 
That percentage nearly matches Putin’s tally in 2004 and infuses Medvedev’s victory with the 
numbers to claim a clear mandate for the next four years. 
 
Opposition figures such as Garry Kasparov, the chess grandmaster and Putin opponent said 
they boycotted the vote, calling it a farce.  Medvedev after three months of having been installed 
as president, seemed to remain the discreet first vice minister and not the commander in chief 
of a resurgent state with nuclear weapons. His election in March had not been more in doubt 
than Putin's four years earlier, although he had no policy of his own, no particular platform or 
mandate from a population hungry for change. On the contrary, the whole Medvedev presidency 
rested on the premise that people did not want change, but stability. If the voters had a choice, 
they would almost certainly have chosen Putin again, but they had not accepted the heir chosen 
by Putin because that was his wish. 
 
Medvedev represented the role he had assigned, avoiding face-to-face with voters and refusing 
to debate with his contenders, who in addition to Bogdanov included the hard-ass diehards who 
had refrained from competing with Putin in 2004: the communist Gennady Zyuganov and the 
nationalist Vladimir Zhirinovsky. Medvedev simply took care of his ministerial duties as a vice, 
idolized by the state television channel and with his boss never very far in the picture. It was 
Putin's choice and, therefore, the only one. He was the heir, the zarévich, just waiting for the 
popular confirmation. 
 
The elections in Russia had become an inconsistent matter and so thoroughly controlled by the 
central authorities that they lacked genuine competence and, therefore, suspense. 
 
Georgia-Russian War 
 
Georgia and the break-away government of South Ossetia, supported by Russia Federation 
forces, began an armed conflict for control of the South Ossetian Region. Almost immediately, 
Georgian forces sustained a series of defeats which forced them to retreat across the South 
Ossetian border into undisputed Georgian territory ceding military and administrative control of 
South Ossetia to South Ossetian and Russian Federation forces.  
 
Extending the Russian Presidential Term 
 
Dmitry Medvedev signed a law extending the presidential term, the Kremlin said, in a move many 
observers believe is designed to bring former president Vladimir Putin back to the nation’s top 
office. The law extends the term of the president from four years to six years. Medvedev also 



 

signed a law extending the term of the members of the lower house of parliament, the Duma, 
from four years to five. 
 
Economy 
 
Global Economic Trends 
 
The US continues to show signs of an accelerating recovery, and the unemployment rate fell to 
5.3 percent in July, its lowest level since April 2008. The US Federal Reserve is expected to 
begin gradually raising interest rates in the coming months, though the exact timing of any 
prospective increase remains uncertain.  
 
Growth is expected to slow in major emerging markets and most developing countries. High-
frequency indicators suggest that emerging markets poor quarter one performance has 
extended into quarter two.  
 
Global financing and exchange-rate pressures are building. Market risk increased as a result of 
the Greek debt crisis, the collapse of Chinese equity prices, the depreciation of the renminbi, 
and the persistent weakness of commodity prices, all of which are putting upward pressure on 
borrowing conditions in emerging markets. 
 
Meltdown 
 
September 17, 2008. The largest bankruptcy in 
American history, that of investment bank 
Lehman Brothers on Monday, September 15, 
had roiled global markets, accelerating the 
stupendous decline in values of every possible 
investment vehicle, common stocks, corporate 
bonds, real estate, commodities like oil, copper 
and gold, private equity and hedge funds alike. 
 
There has to be talked four hearings examining 
four root causes of the financial crisis. Using 
case studies detailed in thousands of pages of 
documents released at the hearings, the 

examination has to be given showing how risk 
lending by US financial institutions; regulatory 
failures; inflated credit ratings; and high risk, poo 
quality financial products designed and sold by 
some investment banks, contributed to the 
financial crisis. 
 
Only days earlier came the recognition at the 
New York Federal Reserve Bank and the US 
Treasury that AIG, the largest insurances 

90 The R e t u r n of D e p r e s s i o n E c o n o m i c s 

The Vicious Circle of Financial Crisis 

central bank could no longer support the value of its currency by 

buying it on the foreign exchange market (because it no longer had 

dollars or yen to spend), the only way it could limit the currency's 

decline was to raise interest rates and pull baht out of circulation. 

Unfortunately, both the decline in the currency's value and the rise 

in interest rates created financial problems for businesses, both 

financial institutions and other companies. On one side, many 

of them had dollar debts, which suddenly became more burden-

some as the number of baht per dollar increased; on the other, 

many of them also had baht debts, which became harder to service 

as interest rates soared. And the combination of higher interest 

rates and troubled balance sheets with a banking system that often 

found itself unable to make even the safest of loans meant that 

companies had to slash spending, causing a recession, which in 

turn meant still worse news for profits and balance sheets. All this 

bad news from the economy, inevitably, reduced confidence still 

further—and the economy went into a meltdown. 

Leaving aside all the complicated details (which are still being 

picked over by researchers), this story seems fairly straightforward 

—especially because something quite similar happened in Mexico 
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I. Recent Economic Developments

low energy prices continued from the first half of 2015 into the third quarter. Oil prices dropped to almost US$40 per 
barrel in late August, their lowest level since the 2008 financial crisis (Figure 5). The decline reflects an oversupplied global 
market, in part reflecting the resilience of US shale oil production despite large reductions in investment and drilling 
since October 2014. OPEC oil production continues to climb, rising by almost half a million barrels per day since May. 
Both Saudi Arabia and Iraq recently reached record production levels at 10.4 and 4.2 million barrels per day, respectively. 
The multilateral agreement with Iran over its nuclear program, if ratified, could increase Iranian oil exports by 0.5 million 
barrels per day by 2016. Global oil demand has responded positively to lower prices, and the International Energy Agency 
projects that demand will grow by 1.6 million barrels per day in 2016, the fastest pace in five years. However, there are 
concerns that slowing growth in China—the world’s second largest oil consumer—will prolong the surplus. Other sources 
of downward pressure on oil prices include a strong US dollar and continuously high OECD oil inventories.

until 2014, the rapid expansion of shale oil production in the united states was offset almost barrel-for-barrel by 
supply shortfalls in the middle east and north africa. The rapid growth of US oil production, combined with the partial 
resumption of supply from Libya and record output from Iraq, created a glut in the global oil market (Figure 6). In the past, 
a well-supplied oil market would be countered by OPEC—and especially Saudi Arabia, OPEC’s largest producer—which 
would move to constrain global oil supply. However, in the fall of 2014, OPEC decided not to engage in any form of supply 
management in order to protect its market share. This decision has led to the largest supply-driven price correction since 
1986. Only twice have drops in oil prices of similar magnitude occurred in the recent past: just after the first Gulf War, 
when supply rebounded following a shock, and during the 2008 financial crisis, as demand among major economies 
temporarily dropped.

Box 2 energy price trends

figure 5: global energy prices
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figure 6: growth in crude oil supply
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Russia, terms-of trade losses in 2015 are likely 
to amount to -6.9 percent, resulting in a drop in 
gross domestic income of 10.7 percent (Figure 
7). Higher income volatility is a typical feature of 
oil-exporters and can pose additional challenges 
for macroeconomic management, especially 
if growth slows to significantly lower levels in 
the long-term. While periods of high oil prices 
lead to large cumulative terms-of-trade gains, in 
times of oil-price drops the terms-of-trade losses 
dwarf the slowdown in GDP.

Imports dropped sharply during the first half 
of 2015 as households adjusted to the income 
shock, leading to weak domestic consumer and 

investment demand. The real exchange rate 
corrected households’ purchasing power. As a 
result, net exports began to rise during the first 
quarter. Exports also grew, in part supported by 
the weaker ruble, further boosting net exports. 
These trends continued throughout the second 
quarter. Ultimately, however, the substantial 
improvement in net exports only partly offset 
a sharp contraction in output. Investment was 
sharply negative in the first quarter, as firms 
reduced inventories in response to weaker-
than-expected consumer demand compounded 
by an uncertain policy environment, ongoing 
geopolitical tensions and the international 
sanctions regime. Tight credit constraints 



 

company in the world was running out of money. This required an immediate injection of $85 
billion in bail-out funds. And later another $100 billion, still not paid back to Uncle Sam. 
 
2009 
 
Politics 
 
Ukrainian Crisis 
 
The World Bank has downgraded its economic forecast for Ukraine again, predicting that the 
country’s economy that the country’s economy will contract by 15% this year. In April, the bank 
had predicted the economy would shrink by 9% in 2009, which was also a downgrade from its 
original forecast of 4% contraction. Exports in the nine months fell by 45,1% to $34.320 billion, 
while imports decreased by 51.3% to $35.399 billion. The exports of goods over the period under 
review decreased by 48.7%, to $27.478 billion, while imports fell by 53.5%, to $31.570 billion. 
The export of services dropped by 23.2%, to $6.841 billion, while imports were down by 19.9%, 
to $3.829 billion. 
 
Medvedev and Obama 
 
On his first official visit to Moscow, reach an outline agreement to reduce nuclear weapons 
stockpiles in move aimed at replacing 1991 Start 1 treaty. Obama exclaims there has to be a 
fresh start with Russia for the cooperation of international prosperity. The new START Treaty 
reduces limits on US and Russian deployed strategic warheads by approximately one third. The 
Treaty provides the flexibility needed for the United States to structure its forces at the reduced 
level to meet national security and operational requirements. 
 
USA-Russia Relations 
 
Obama’s administration since the presidential debates have expressed an interest on reaching 
Russia for different purposes, such as Iran, Afghanistan and countering terrorism. 
 
Economy 
 
Global Economy 
 
The global economy continues to weather the most difficult climate in generations. What began 
as a financial crisis in the United States and the United Kingdom quickly turned into the largest 
global recession in decades. World GDP is expected to contract by a record 2.5 percent in 2009 
as the financial crisis continues to spill over into the real economy,1 engendering massive 
decline in consumer demand, rising unemployment, and mounting protectionist pressures 
worldwide. Although the developing world at first seemed to be spared from the fallout of this 
crisis, many countries are now facing slumping demand for their export products; this decline is 
coupled with falling commodity prices and significant reductions in foreign investment and 
remittances. Moreover, a global liquidity shortage has negatively impacted access to finance for 
companies and governments alike. 



 

 
Latin America 
 
Latin American countries will suffer a slowdown in the economic growth. a significant 
deceleration of the economic activity because of the international repercussions given. 
 
Great Recession in Russia 
 
Foreign investment has declined 30 percent year-on-year in the first quarter of 2009, and 
unemployment is likely to reach double digits by the end of 2009. The budget deficit stood at 11 
percent of GDP in April, and revenue destined for government coffers declined by a whopping 
16.2 percent of GDP between April and May. Russia is staring at an approximate $100 billion 
budget deficit https://worldview.stratfor.com/article/recession-russia, a figure that is likely to 
consume all the cash in its Reserve Fund.  
 
The Russian central bank allowed the currency to devalue 1.0% for a fifth time. The central bank 
has been spending billions on buying up rubles to shore up the currency, but it’s getting more 
and more expensive to do. Analysts therefore expect it to keep letting the currency lose value at 
a gentle but regular pace.  
 
2010 
 
Politics 
 
USA-Russia Relations 
 
World Trade Organization 
 
Obama and Medvedev where seeking to make Russia member of the World Trade Organization, 
so they needed to accelerate the process; since, there were some bilateral issues between 
Russia and USA. 
 
New Start 
 
The nuclear arms reduction treaty was signed 8 of April in Prague. 
 

• 700 deployed intercontinental ballistic missiles (ICBMs), deployed submarine-launched 
ballistic missiles (SLBMs), and deployed heavy bombers equipped for nuclear 
armaments; 

• 1,550 nuclear warheads on deployed ICBMs, deployed SLBMs, and deployed heavy 
bombers equipped for nuclear armaments (each such heavy bomber is counted as one 
warhead toward this limit); 

• 800 deployed and non-deployed ICBM launchers, SLBM launchers, and heavy bombers 
equipped for nuclear armaments. 
 

 



 

Spies-Conspiracy (Spy swap) 
 
The 10 Russian agents earlier pleaded guilty in New York to “conspiracy to act as an 
unregistered agent of a foreign country”. More serious money laundering charges against were 
dropped. Prosecutors said the accused had posed as ordinary citizens, some living together as 
couples for years, and were ordered by Russia’s External Intelligence Service to infiltrate policy-
making circles and collect information. 
 
Economy 
 
Global GDP Growth, percent 
 

 
 
Russian Economy 
 
Russian GDP grew 4%. The central bank left interest rates unchanged on Monday, despite 
surging consumer prices. Instead the central bank opted for another monetary tool, deciding to 
increase banks’ reserve requirements. The move is designed to cut the level of ruble liquidity. 
 
2011 
 
Politics 
 
Russian Legislative Election 
 
Putin's reputation had fallen after the Duma's failure to do something beneficial for ordinary 
Russians during his last session, a turbulent time of economic and political crisis. By then, the 
game had become an object of ridicule, a target of jokes and scandal. The Duma had become 
a chamber full of soviet-style bureaucrats and opportunists, with Putin loyalists and celebrities 
such as Alina Kabayeva or Andrei Lugovoi, who had been recruited and elected on party lists, 
instead of politicians with a genuine electorate who had to give an account. 
 
Russian protests against the alleged electoral fraud. 
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II. Economic Outlook 

Russia’s medium-term growth prospects will 
hinge not only on the evolution of external 
factors but also on its internal capacity to 
adjust to an increasingly adverse macro-fiscal 
context. In 2016, growth is projected below zero 
as Russia will continue chartering the waters 
of a difficult adjustment process. Maintaining 
fiscal sustainability will become an especially 
pressing challenge as fiscal buffers are further 
depleted over time while oil prices remain low 
at a projected average of US$53 per barrel. This 
will require difficult policy choices during the 
expected revision of the 2016 budget proposal. 
Expenditure priorities will need to be reassessed, 
and a renewed discussion of adjustments to the 
fiscal rule is anticipated.

Russia’s recent monetary policy actions 
successfully prevented costly delays in relative 
price adjustments. To sustain progress on this 
front the central bank must remain committed 

to inflation targeting in the context of a flexible 
exchange-rate regime. This will continue to 
support timely REER adjustments. Similarly, 
measures to shore up financial sector stability 
will need to be managed carefully and with 
continuous monitoring, as it is likely that 
declining asset values will continue to expose 
weaknesses in bank balance sheets in Russia’s 
still-overcrowded financial sector. With no major 
structural reforms expected before the 2018 
presidential election, a marginal improvement 
in average oil prices to US$57 per barrel in 2017 
would support a modest recovery to 1.5 percent 
growth in the baseline scenario.  

While Russia’s economy faces serious short-
term adjustment challenges, there is also a 
valuable opportunity to enhance the country’s 
long-term growth prospects by restarting 
progress on the structural reform agenda. 
Adapting to adjustments in relative prices and 

global growth is expected to strengthen gradually over the medium term, spurred by an accelerating recovery in 
high-income countries (Table 9). Low commodity prices and generally benign financial conditions (notwithstanding the 
expected tightening of US monetary policy) will support a continued increase in global economic activity. The recovery 
among high-income countries is expected to gather momentum, with aggregate growth rising from 1.8 percent in 2014 to 
an estimated 2 percent in 2015 and a projected average of 2.3 percent over 2016–17. Performance gaps between major 
economies will narrow in 2015-2016, as growth rates plateau in the United States while increasing in the euro zone and 
Japan. Global growth is expected to reach 2.8 percent in 2015, up slightly from 2014, before accelerating to 3.2 percent 
in 2016–2017. 

Developing and emerging economies will continue to face a difficult economic environment. Tighter financial markets, 
slowing growth in China, continued weakness in commodity prices and a strong US dollar will all present significant 
challenges. The protracted slump in global commodity prices has especially negative implications for growth in developing 
countries, as commodities account for about one-third of their aggregate GDP. Slowing growth among developing 
countries has adverse spillover effects for Russia, which maintains close trade, finance and remittance links with a number 
of developing economies. Meanwhile, countries that rely heavily on foreign capital inflows may be negatively affected 
by rising borrowing costs as the US Federal Reserve raises its policy interest rates. In addition, many developing and 
emerging economies have experienced a structural economic slowdown as demographic change has lowered the growth 
rate of their working-age populations. Nevertheless, rising productivity in South and East Asia should continue to support 
rapid regional growth, though at a somewhat slower pace than in previous years. Overall, aggregate growth in developing 
countries is expected to slow to 4.4 percent in 2015 before rising to 5.4 percent by 2017. 

Box 12 the global economic outlook

table 9: global gDp growth, percent

2009 2010 2011 2012 2013 2014 2015f 2016f 2017f

World -1.8 4.3 3.1 2.4 2.5 2.6 2.8 3.3 3.2

High income -3.5 3 1.9 1.4 1.4 1.8 2.0 2.4 2.2

Developing countries 3.0 7.8 6.3 4.9 5.1 4.6 4.4 5.2 5.4

Euro area -4.5 2.0 1.7 -0.7 -0.4 0.9 1.5 1.8 1.6

Russia -7.8 4.5 4.3 3.4 1.3 0.6 -3.8 -0.6 1.5
Source: World Bank Global Economic Prospects and World Bank Russia team estimates.



 

Economy 
 
World 
 
The recession alarm bells were ringing across the globe, spooking investors and economists 
alike. With the Federal Reserve warning that the US economy is facing “significant downside 
risks”, and stocks and commodity prices falling around the world, it is clear there are ample 
reasons for worry. The European manufacturing and service sector figures from Markit 
Economics were particularly worrisome, as each shifted from showing modest growth to declines 
in September. They were the worst readings since July 2009. 
 
Russia 
 
Socio-economic development in 2011 was determined by two factors: the forthcoming elections 
on the one hand, and the global economic crisis on the other. Although they considerably differed 
both by the force and the vectors of their impacts, it was nevertheless these two factors had 
predetermined the behavior of all the subjects involved in the economic and political life. The 
global crisis had no negative influence on the Russian economy. We may point to three 
mechanisms through which the world economy is influencing contemporary Russia: demand for 
exported commodities; access to investment resources; and demand for Russian securities on 
the stock market. Of course, the slow rate of growth of the world economy was bringing down 
the de- mand for Russian exports. However, the prices for the basic exported commodities 
remained high, although the rate of their growth was lower than in some of the pre-crisis years. 
 



 

 
 
2012 
 
Politics 
 
Presidential Elections 
 
Candidates: 
 

• Vladimir Putin 
 
A former intelligence officer and judo black-belt Vladimir Vladimirovich Putin, 59, has already 
been president twice and is considered favorite to win this time. 
 

• Gennady Zyuganov 
 
The man rated as Putin's main rival for the presidency is veteran politician Gennady Andreyevich 
Zyuganov, 67. 
 

RUSSIAN ECONOMY IN 2011 
trends and outlooks 
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Table 1 
Russia’s Macroeconomic Indices Compared to Those  

of Some Other Countries (2010–2011) 
2010  

Country GDP growth rate, 
% 

Unemployment, 
% 

Inflation 
Dec./Dec., % 

Budget deficit (–), 
% of GDP 

Government debt, 
% of GDP 

Russia 4.3 7.5 8.8 -3.2 9.2 
USA 3.0 9.6 1.7 -10.3 94.4 
EU, including 1.8  2.5 -6.4 79.8 
    France 1.4 9.8 1.7 -7.1 82.3 
    Germany 3.6 7.1 1.9 -3.3 84.0 
    UK 1.4 7.9 3.4 -10.2 67.7 
CIS, including 4.6  8.9 -2.6 14.5 
    Kazakhstan 7.3 5.8 8.0 1.5 10.7 
    Belarus 7.6 0.7 9.9 -1.8 26.5 
    Ukraine 4.2 8.1 9.1 -5.7 40.1 
China 10.3 4.1 4.7 -2.3 33.8 
Brazil 7.5 6.7 5.9 -2.9 66.8 
India 10.1 9.3 9.5 -8.4 64.1 

2011 
Russia 4.2 6.7 6.1 0.8 11.7 
USA 1.5 9.1 2.5 -9.6 100.0 
EU, including 1.7  2.8 -4.5 82.3 
    France 1.7 9.5 2.1 -5.9 86.8 
    Germany 2.7 6.0 2.2 -1.7 82.6 
    UK 1.1 7.8 4.5 -8.5 72.9 
CIS, including 4.6  10.2 -0.6 14.9 
    Kazakhstan 6.5 5.7 9.5 1.8 12.9 
    Belarus 5.3 0.7 108.7 -0.7 46.3 
    Ukraine 4.7 7.8 10.7 -2.8 39.3 
China 9.5 4.0 5.1 -1.6 26.9 
Brazil 3.8 6.7 6.3 -2.5 65.0 
India 7.8 9.7 8.9 -7.7 62.4 

 
At the same time, Russia’s macroeconomic stability remains extremely vulnerable. It rests 

on high budget revenue generated by high oil prices, which at present are staying at its his-
toric high and in terms of constant prices are comparable with the level of the late 1970s – 
early 1980s. The policy of increasing budget spending obligations, which implies that these 
‘situational’ incomes become guaranteed, is very dangerous – as demonstrated by the experi-
ence of the USSR in the 1980s. Meanwhile, the non-oil deficit of the federal budget in 2011 
amounted to approximately 10% of GDP, while the budget deficit amounts to approximately 
4.5% of GDP with the price of oil is on its average level of the past decade (conditionally 
guaranteed level). 

The year 2011 saw a surge in capital outflow, which exceeded $ 85bn. That outflow was 
produced by a combination of different factors – an unfavorable investment climate, demand 
for foreign assets on the part of some big Russian investors, increasing competition for capital 
with the developing markets in Asia ɢ Latin America, the global crisis pushing up demand for 
placements in a reserve currency (notwithstanding the economic difficulties faced by its is-
suer country), and the political risks of the pre-election period. However, that systemic prob-
lem needs to be studied in-depth, so that a number of acceptable solutions could be found. Its 
complexity results specifically from its multi-aspect nature involving a variety of closely 
linked processes, so that in reality it can be broken down into several problems, each of which 
requires its own individual set of corrective measures. 



 

Recent polls put him in second place with an approval rating of 11% against Putin's 45-52%, 
according to different pollsters. 
 

• Vladimir Zhirinovsky 
 
Vladimir Volfovich Zhirinovsky, 65, is the founder and leader of the Liberal Democratic Party of 
Russia (LDPR). 
 
He is considered a showman of Russian politics, blending populist and nationalist rhetoric, anti-
Western invective and a brash, confrontational style. 
 

• Sergei Mironov 
 
Sergei Mikhaylovich Mironov, 58, was until recently a long-term loyal ally of Prime Minister Putin. 
 
During the 2004 presidential election campaign Mironov - although a candidate himself - 
famously said that he was going to vote for and support Vladimir Putin. Mironov came last in the 
election. 
 

• Mikhail Prokhorov 
 
At 46, businessman Mikhail Dmitriyevich Prokhorov is the youngest candidate and at over two 
meters, he is also the tallest. According to Forbes magazine, he is Russia's third richest man. 
He is also the only independent candidate to survive the registration period. 
 
Prokhorov's personal charisma has won him many supporters, including among celebrities, but 
his main followers are young professionals and the emerging middle class. 
 
Result 
 
Vladimir Putin won the Russian presidency with an overwhelming number of votes as predicted 
Sunday, but he returns to that office with his strong hand weakened and many of his countrymen 
far more assertive and ambitious that when he first took power 12 years ago.  
 
Medvedev remained prime minister and the leader of United Russia, the Kremlin seemed 
determined to erase it from the pantheon of the leaders of the country, as if the Putin presidency 
had never been interrupted. The Kremlin minimized Medvedev's achievements and revised the 
story in a Soviet style that highlighted Putin's ultimate responsibility for his achievements. The 
denigration of Medvedev's legacy also extended to foreign relations. A few days after his 
inauguration, Putin gave the signal that the "restart" advocated by Obama's administration had 
ended. I abruptly informed the White House that I would not attend the G8 summit that would be 
held near Washington later that month; a rude not only for the United States, but also for the 
leaders and the other nations that I had once wooed. 
 
 
 



 

Economy 
 
Russia 
 
Russian economic development during 2012 was influenced to a significant degree by the world 
economic crisis. The global crisis has now entered a decisive phase in which the shape of the 
economic system of the future – the new equilibrium that the world economy has been seeking 
to achieve since the upheavals of 2008 – is becoming apparent. A new economic growth model 
has begun to emerge. Indeed, this is how global structural crises generally re- solve themselves 
– the crises of the 1930s and the 1970s had a similar outcome. Creation of this new model will 
involve the formation of a new technological basis for society, an appro- priate new system of 
regulation of socio-economic processes, the overcoming of macro- economic imbalances, the 
beginning of a new trajectory of growth and the adoption of a new system of reserve currencies2. 
Periods of crisis are generally marked by economic and politi- cal instability – we should brace 
ourselves for a turbulent decade. 
 
Analysis of the events of the last year will enable us to discern the emergence of the new 
technological and socio-economic system. As the new system takes shape, we shall be able to 
discern the “point of transition”, that is the point of emergence from the crisis. We should 
emphasise that a structural crisis, unlike a cyclical crisis, is accompanied by a recession: the 
start of a structural crisis should not be confused with the start of a recession but rather with the 
end of a recession – with a return to a trajectory of growth. A recession is only a particular 
episode (or several episodes) in the evolution of a structural crisis: it is not a system-forming or 
defining characteristic of the crisis. 
 
2013 
 
Politics 
 
Alexei Navalny 
 
Navalny was sentenced to prison by funding him guilty of embezzlement, but suspended his jail 
sentence, allowing him to go free. Thanks to a process on appeal. Navalny vowed to continue 
in politics, accusing the authorities of prosecuting him for political reasons, and said he would 
appeal against the sentence. 
 
Economy 
 
Russia 
 
The Russian Federation’s growth outlook for 2013 is positive, but remains below the strong 
growth outturn of 2012, after having lost steam through this year. Following a 3.4-percent GDP 
growth in 2012, the World Bank revised its 2013 growth projection for the country down to 1.8 
percent. The World Bank’s projection for Russia’s growth in 2014 remains moderately positive 
at 3.1 percent, but with downside risks. 
 



 

2014 
 
Politics 
 
Ukraine Crisis 
  
Viktor Yanukovych, as president, demonstrated his pro-Russian leanings. Therefore, 
Yanukovych in response to the Russian government action, orders enacting series of anti-
protest measures that were repealed by the Parliament. He lost the control over the protest and 
a wave of violence was released. The parliament voted to start the process of impeachment to 
Yanukovych.  
 
Economy 
 
Russian economy depends directly with the prices of oil and natural gas, This year the prices 
per barrel stroke down. Getting repercussion from worldwide actions. Economic pressures of 
from West grew along this time helping the devaluation of the ruble. 
 
Guiding Questions 
 

1. How does democratic peace theory challenge realism during the development of the 
committee? 

2. What is the problem with a collective security if the countries have different ideals? 
3. You, as a Russian minister, how will you guarantee the maintenance of your country? 
4. Considering it is a crisis committee, what preventive actions will you take to preserve 

yourself in the committee? 
5. Is your character disposed to cooperate with the construction of a New Russian Era? 
6. Are you disposed to violate your country ideals to assure time-space compression helping 

the prosperity of the Russian economy? 
7. Having in mind the type of government you are a Russian minister, what is the what is 

the priority of your ministry? And, what innovative actions will you take to make the 
Russian Federation the most developed economy? 

8. In a critical situation, what is your character capable of reaching in order to defend our 
territory and everything that composes it? 

9. Bearing in mind the high vulnerability of security of information, how would privacy of the 
programs proposed to protect the shortage of resources be protected from any possible 
cyber-attack or sabotage? 

 
Glossary 
 

1. Russian Federation: Is a country in Eurasia, the largest country in the word by area, 
covering more than one-eighth of the Earth’s inhabited land area. 

2. International community: is a phrase used in geopolitics and international relations to 
refer to abroad group of people and governments of the world. 



 

3. International Law: is the set of rules generally regarded and accepted as blinding in 
relations between states and between nations. It serves as a framework for the practice 
of stable and organized international relations. 

4. International security: also called global security, refers to the amalgamation of 
measures taken by states and international organizations, such as the United Nations, 
European Union, and others, to ensure mutual survival and safety. 

5. Media management: is seen as a business administration discipline that identifies and 
describes strategic and operational phenomena and problems in leadership of media 
enterprises. 
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